In a few recent papers (Woltjer," 2 Chandrasekhar3) a beginning has been made with a variational formulation of the problems of hydromagnetic equilibrium. A similar approach was followed by Kruskal and Kulsrud4 who examined the static equilibrium in a toroid from the variational point of view, making largely use of topological arguments. It seems somewhat doubtful whether this approach can be generalized to nonstatic equilibria in a more general geometry.
The basic idea behind the variational formulation is the following. The hydromagnetic equations (in the absence or dissipative terms) admit certain integrals of motion. A hydromagnetic system cannot change into an arbitrary different system, but only into systems characterized by the same integrals. Thus the integrals may be considered to be the constraints of the system. If now the energy has a minimum value compatible with the constraints, the system must be in stable equilibrium. For a change of configuration would mean an increase in energy, which is not possible since the energy is conserved. An alternative formulation of the variational principle is that if a system is able to dissipate energy, without changing the other integrals of motion, it will move toward a state of minimum energy, compatible with the constraints.
The advantages of a variational formulation are twofold. The relation between the various possible equilibria becomes more clear. Also a variational principle is useful in computing configurations that cannot be dealt with analytically.
Two points in our previous papers need some clarification. Firstly, it is clear that our set of integrals is not complete. As shown by Kruskal and Kulsrud, the variational principle should give all possible equilibrium solutions, if a complete set of integrals is used as constraints. The fact that we did not obtain all solutions demonstrates that our set of integrals is not complete.* Although the relevance of various integrals may depend on special symmetries in the geometry of the problem, there is no guarantee that no more important solutions exist. This remark applies equally well to our discussion2 as to the one by Chandrasekhar3 who discussed axisymmetric incompressible media. In fact for this case a complete set of integrals can be obtained" and it can be shown explicitly that the variational formulation and the direct solution of the equilibrium equations lead to identical results.
The second point which needs some amplification and which was stated incor- (1) They are obtained' on minimizing the magnetic energy V= J Jcurl A12 dr (2) with respect to the integral of motion I, = f A * curl A dr, (3) where A represents the vector potential. From these equations we find 9)1 = a/8 wrI, (4) Now the explicit solution of equation (1) with the boundary condition H-n = 0
shows that a must be a zero of some Bessel function jn(n > 1). An infinite number of such a's exists but the a which corresponds to the first zero of ji is the smallest one. Therefore for this a the energy (4) attains its minimum value. Thus the lowest mode of the force-free field corresponds to a true minimum and is therefore stable. Explicitly this has been shown to be the case if the disturbances are axisymmetric.
Next we consider the incompressible medium. We shall neglect first the angular momentum integrals. It was shown in our previous paper2 that in this case a second relevant integral is 12= f Hv dr (5) where v is the velocity in the medium. On minimizing the energy E = PV2 + dr (6) with respect to the integrals I, and I2 the equations for the magnetic-and velocityfields become a curl H = -
and v = H. If a $ 0 the magnetic field again must be force-free. From equations (7) and (8) we-then have
The total energy expressed in the integrals of motion becomes E 23+ 8,)I2
Thus the energy is a minimum if p = 4 7r,32. However, since now a/(1 -4 7r,82/p) has to be a zero of a spherical Bessel function, the possible O's form a discrete set and to have minimum energy we must choose the 13 closest to the 13 which satisfies p = 4 7rw2. Thus the energy in this case will usually exceed the energy corresponding to p = 4 7r132 which again is 132. Thus the singular solution a = 0, 4 7r132 = p is the solution of lowest energy and should be stable. In fact, Chandrasekharl has shown explicitly that this is the case. Now in this equipartition solution the field is still unspecified, apart from the condition that it must give the correct integrals. It should be noted that this solution is only possible if -I2>a0I1 (12) since the magnetic energy cannot be smaller than ao/87rI1, where ao corresponds to the lowest force-free mode. If more integrals are of-interest the minimum energy will generally increase. However, the freedom in the choice of the magnetic field makes it clear that many integrals can be satisfied in the equipartition solution. Thus frequently this will be the state of lowest energy available to a system. This may give some indication of a tendency toward equipartition of energy between the magnetic field and the velocity field in an equilibrium configuration, something which does seem not improbable on general grounds. The same tendency toward equipartition is also exhibited by the force-free solutions with motions. The energy (11) is a minimum if 13 is close to (4 7/rp) 1/2, which means from equation (10) that the energy is lower in the higher modes of the force-free field than in the lower ones if I2/I1 is large. And in these modes we again approach equipartition.
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